
P4GES: Can Paying 4 Global 
Ecosystem Services reduce poverty? 



Global Local 



Key question: How can international ecosystem service 
payment schemes (PES) be designed to produce real 
reductions in poverty given bio-physical, economic and 
social realities? 



Through incentivising LUC 
relative to counterfactuals 

Through conditional 
incentives 

PES influence local welfare in 2 ways: 



The place 
“focussing on a small 
geographic region is 
necessary to make 
progress in the field of 
multiple ecosystem 
services” Reviewer  1-
172LXR  

Coridor Ankeniheny-
Zahamena (CAZ) 
REDD+ pilot project 



The project 



Evaluate of realised LUC and magnitude and 
distribution of benefits 
 



Investigate likely impacts of different PES 
scenarios 



Understanding benefit flows from 
different land uses 
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Investigate local welfare impacts and the role of 
institutions on their distribution 
 



Investigate the impacts on charismatic 
biodiversity and carbon 
 



The impact 

• Global 
 

• National 
 

• Local 



Global 
 



National 
 



Local 
 

CAZ: 350,000 people 
COFAV: 700,000 people 
75,000 extremely poor and 
highly impacted 



Where are we at? 



Thank you 



WP 1:  
Developing  
sampling  
platform & 
scenarios 

WP 6: local welfare impacts 
of alternative PES 
approaches 

WP 5: on charismatic 
biodiversity 

WP 4: on carbon 
storage/sequestration 

WP 3: on wild harvested 
products 

WP 2: on hydrological 
benefits 

WP 11: Linkages to local, national and global stakeholders 

WP 12: Project coordination & interdisciplinary integration 

WP 8: Institutional analysis 

WP 10: 
Synthesis 

WP 9: Spatial and temporal 
trade offs 

WP 7: Evaluation of realised 
LUCs from existing scheme 

Ensure interdisciplinary integration 

IMPACTS OF ALTERNATIVE 
PES APPROACHES 
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